
Touch that pickle
P&G brand encourages Indian women to break taboos
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Don’t water the plants. Don’t wash your hair. Don’t exercise. These are just some of
the rules that many women in India superstitiously follow when they’re on their
period. 

For its latest campaign Indian sanitary towel brand Whisper has centred on the
most bizarre period myth of all: menstruating women should not touch pickle jars
in case they cause the food to spoil. The P&G brand created the #TouchThePickle
movement to encourage Indian women to break period taboos.

At the centre of the campaign is a spot (above) featuring a girl flaunting period
norms, from touching a pickle jar to wearing white to exercising, as she is cheered
on by a group of elderly women. The spot has racked up more than 1.8 million
views on YouTube. Other spots in the series focus on the embarrassment that
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women face when buying feminine hygiene products. 

On Facebook Whisper is busting period myths and encouraging its fans to share
their experiences. For example, in one post Whisper reveals that 75% of Indian girls
wrap and conceal their purchased napkins in newspaper, and asks its fans about
their own behaviour. In another post Whisper asks which period taboo women hate
most. 

As part of the campaign the brand has launched a contest where fans can win
shopping vouchers worth Rs 10,000 ($163) from India’s top online retailer FlipKart
and more than 200 spa vouchers. To win the prizes women have to use the Touch
the Pickle Facebook app to share how they’ve overcome menstruation myths. They
can also redeem discounts on Whisper products by engaging with the brand’s
content, for instance watching Whisper’s video. Facebook users can also update
their status with emoticons that show how they are ‘rising above those twisted
period taboos’. 

Whisper has enlisted the help of Indian celebrities Shraddha Kapoor, Kalki
Koechlin and Neha Dhupia to publicise the #TouchThePickle movement on Twitter.
It also launched a live chat session with a doctor on Twitter so girls could get
medical answers to any questions they have about periods.

INSIGHT /
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Category disruption / We’ve reported recently on how the feminine hygiene
category is being shaken up by advertising from brands like Always and HelloFlo.
Finally, we’re seeing advertising for sanitary products that doesn’t feature a drop of
blue liquid and doesn’t have one girl in white pants running along a beach. Ok, so
Whisper’s Touch the Pickle ad does depict a girl dressed in white running, but we’d
argue that it’s just as disruptive. The brand is boldly attacking behaviour that has
existed in Indian culture for years and exposing it as a taboo that needs to broken. 

A trusted partner / Whisper is fighting against the myths that perpetuate the idea
of menstruation being unclean and is creating a safe way for women to rebel
against oppressive norms. Enlisting doctors and celebrities is a smart way for
Whisper to lend even more clout to its myth-busting. It’s not just empowering
women with knowledge, but its knowledge is derived from trusted sources. Whisper
in turn becomes a trusted partner too, providing information and standing up for
women. The mere name of its Facebook page (it’s actually called You Go Girl)
shows just how much the brand wants to be seen as celebrating women.  

Connecting with millennials / The lighthearted touch that Whisper has taken
makes this campaign stand out. By focusing on the seemingly silly issue of pickle
jar handling, Whisper is able to tackle a serious issue (women being ostracised
during their periods) in a fun, non-threatening and celebratory way. It’s this
approach that will help the brand better relate to its young audience. By using
hashtags and social media platforms (YouTube, Twitter, Facebook), Whisper is
courting millennials in exactly the right way.
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